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Logger BS-TH2 WiFi was invented and manufactured by 
Biser Systems EOOD in Varna, Bulgaria 

 
Plug the jacks of the two temperature and humidity sensors 
into the left and right sockets on the underside of the bearing. 
Then plug the USB power cable into the logger and the AC 
adapter. 

 
 
The device works continuously in the presence of 5V power 
supply. Do not supply more than 6.5 V. 
 
For the first 8 seconds, the display will show the model 
version and device ID. Then, every 8 seconds, the operating 
screens with digital and graphic information from the sensors, 
as well as the status of the connection to the wireless network 
are automatically changed. To quickly scroll through the 
screens, press the single button on the front panel.  
 
The logger is always available as a wireless network. 
To configure and customize it, use your smart device with 
WiFi - smartphone, tablet or laptop. 
 
Scan the available networks near the device and find the 
factory name of the logger: BS-TH2 WiFi. 
 

 
 

Select a connection to the available network and enter the 
factory password: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8. 
 

 
 
You may receive a warning message that the selected 
network does not provide internet. Ignore it and move on. 
 
 

 
 
 
The default web browser will open automatically with the 
address entered:     192.168.4.1 
 
Dial the address manually, in case it cannot be opened 
automatically (it is possible with older versions of Android). 
 
 

 

factory name 
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Description of the home screen when connecting 
to the logger with a smartphone. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
The readings are refreshed automatically every 
15 seconds. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Factory network name 
(subject to change) 

Device ID and firmware version 
(CANNOT be changed) 

Owner's name 
(subject to change) 

Menu and settings button 

The place of installation 
(subject to change) 

Time and date from the watch built into the 
device 

Measured temperature from a sensor in the 
left terminal - Channel 1. In the brackets - the 

set Lower and Upper temperature limits 

Measured humidity from a sensor in the left 
terminal - channel 1. In the brackets - the set 

Lower and Upper humidity limit 

Channel 1 personal label 
(subject to change) 

Measured temperature and humidity by a 
sensor in the right terminal - Channel 2 

Channel 2 personal label 
(subject to change) 

Audible alarm status indicator 

Name of the network to which it is connected 

Connection quality indicator 

Indicator of the quality of the connection to the 
server for updating and sending data to the site: 

https://www.mydatalogger.eu 
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The menu and settings button displays the 
displayed screen with the following options: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Go to the home data monitoring screen 

To the screen for monitoring recorded data 

To temperature and humidity limit settings for 
both channels and to customize the logger 

Go to settings select and connect to a wireless 
network with a name and password 
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Limit settings for temperature and humidity of 
both channels and to customize the logger. 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 Menu and settings button 

 

Name of the network that broadcasts the logger. 
Change with Latin characters. 

Name of the camp owner. 
Change with Latin characters. 

It is reflected in the data site and when sending 
an alarm email. 

Location of the logger. 
Change with Latin characters. 

It is reflected in the data site and when sending 
an alarm email. 

Select a time interval for recording data in the 
logger memory and sending to the server if 

available 
Clicking will bring up a drop-down menu. 

Drop-down menu to select a time zone or 
choose between 

winter and summer time. 

Upper temperature limit for Channel 1 (left 
terminal) above which the left LED of the panel 

lights up red and the server sends an alarm 
email. 

Lower temperature limit for Channel 1 (left 
terminal) below which the left LED of the 

panel lights up green and the server sends an 
alarm email. 

Channel 1 personal label. 
Change with Latin characters. 

It is reflected in the home screen, in the 
graphics of the site and in the alarm email. 

Upper and Lower humidity limits for Channel 2 
(right terminal) with similar behavior of the 

right LED on the panel. 

Button for enabling / disabling audible 
signaling when crossing borders. 

Logger network password. 
Change with Latin characters. 

Allow / disable button for the logger password 
to appear on the display 
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Logger settings for connecting to a wireless 
network with a name and password. 
 
 

 
 
 
Clicking the SCAN button causes the logger to 
scan for available wireless networks. It may take 
a few seconds for the screen to refresh. 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 

Menu and settings button 
 

Name of the network to which it is connected 

Local IP address of the logger assigned by the 
router to the network to which it is connected. 

With this address you can connect to the logger 
while your device is on the same network. 

IP address of the logger when you connect to it 
through an access point. 

Button for a new scan of the available networks 
around the logger. 

Network name field 

Network password field 

Visible / hidden password entry button 

The name of the network to which it is 
connected is displayed 

The IP address of the logger assigned by the 
router to the network to which it is connected is 

displayed 
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After scanning the available networks: 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Menu and settings button 
 

List of available networks 

Signal strength indication 

Password or free network indicator 

Clicking on a selected network fills in the name 
in this field as well 

Enter the password of the selected network 

Button to save the entered network name and 
password. Clicking restarts the logger with an 

attempt to connect to the selected network with 
the new settings. 
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Screen for monitoring recorded data. Displays 
the last saved reports in memory according to the 
selected recording time interval. 
 

Temperature with red line. 
Humidity with blue line. 

 

  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Menu and settings button 
 

Hide temperature graph 

Hide humidity graph 
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In addition to scrolling through the screens, the 
front panel button can be used for two additional 
functions of the device. 
 
Pressing and holding the button for more than 6 
and not more than 10 seconds starts a procedure 
for deleting the recorded data on temperature 
and humidity of the logger memory. The screen 
changes as shown: 
 

 
 
There follows a 10 second period with the 
possibility to cancel the action with a single, short 
press of the button. A short beep sounds every 
second and both indicators flash green at the 
same time. If no cancel button is pressed, the 
procedure of deleting all stored data in the 
memory is performed. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Pressing and holding the button for more than 12 
seconds starts the procedure for resetting the 
network settings. The screen changes as shown: 
 
 
 

 
 
There follows a 10 second period with the 
possibility to cancel the event. A short beep 
sounds every second and both inductors flash 
red at the same time. If no cancel button is 
pressed, the procedure of resetting labels, 
network name and password boundaries and 
restoring them to factory settings is performed. 
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Data site from the BS-TH2-WiFi logger. 
 
If the logger is connected to a local network, the 
recorded and transmitted data are available for 
monitoring through the site: 
 

https://www.mydatalogger.eu/login.php 
 
To do this, you must have a registered account 
with a login email and password of your choice. 
 
If the logger has operated in conditions without a 
connection to a wireless network and after a 
certain period it is restored, a procedure for 
sending old data to the site follows. Every minute 
10 unrecorded recordings of the readings of the 
two sensors are sent, accompanied by the time 
and date of the report. 
 

 
 
On the site you have a unified panel for 
monitoring all your loggers such as: 
 
BS-T2-WiFi two-channel recording thermometer 
 
BS-TH2-WiFi two-channel recording 
thermometer and hygrometer 
 
BS-MEL-WiFi logger for monitoring machines 
and actions of the worker 
 
The names of the devices in the account that are 
currently generating an alarm due to an indication 
above or below the upper limit are colored red or 
blue, respectively. A logger with a missing or 
broken sensor turns yellow. 
 
Clicking on a selected logger name welds two 
temperature and humidity graphs visualizing 
reports submitted so far. You can choose for 
what period to watch the story - today, yesterday, 
last 7 days, month or year.  
 

 
 
For each device, you can download a tabular 
report in a .TXT file or a .CSV file for the viewing 
period you selected. 
 
 
Alarm email for parameters outside limits. 
 

 
Each active and paid account sends an e-mail to 
the account owner's email when the event 
crosses the upper or lower limit.  
 
The message contains the date and time of the 
crossing, the name of the logger, the name of the 
owner, the place of installation, the label of the 
sensor that generated the alarm and the 
schedule of the last reports with an indicator of 
the level of the crossed border. 
 
The site  www.mydatalogger.eu  also stores data 
from all devices transmitting even to unpaid 
accounts. In this case, the owner does not 
receive an alarm email at the time of the event. 
When paying for a selected period for using an 
account, the old data is available for viewing and 
downloading. 
 
Ensure your peace of mind by monitoring your 
production at a price of 1 euro per month, without 
VAT for each logger. 
 

 

 
Viber, Whatsapp: +359 898 45 93 36 


